
In my November 2013 column I dwelt mainly on the hibernation of bats. 
Other mammals either keep active through the winter or take a less 
‘committed’ approach to hibernation. Reptiles and amphibians also hibernate 
but tend to react more readily to weather changes and can get active very 
early in the spring.

Insects demonstrate a great range of methods of overwintering. A few may 
migrate, but this is probably not a major mechanism for overwintering. A 
number hibernate and, although caves and tunnels may be preferred, they 
will also choose garden sheds and other outbuildings, cellars, as well as such 
places as ice-houses and lime kilns – should you have one in your garden. For 
the most part these insects are not really hibernating; they are just resting 
but, like the bats, they will fatten up in the autumn to help get through the 
winter. Their body fluids may be tolerant of extreme cold, or they may include 
a sort of antifreeze (or maybe they drink too much cheap Italian white wine) 
and so they very quickly react to disturbance. 

One of the butterfly species more common around the entrance to such 
underground sites is the peacock butterfly, which has additional defences 
in that, when disturbed, it opens its wings to flash its gaudy eyespots and 
squeaks. Red admiral and small tortoiseshell butterflies also hibernate in such 
places, but brimstone butterflies choose dense evergreen vegetation, such as 
ivy, and so are first to be seen on a warm spring day. Also in such cold, damp 
underground sites are other insects: notably a few species of moths, such as 
the very common orange herald moth and the very scarce but wonderfully-
named Bloxworth snout, and many species of flies, principally fungus gnats 
and mosquitoes.

At the other end of the house, in the attic, are other hibernators, such as 
the cluster flies, which seem to return to the same house year after year, 
although how and why are not well understood. Many of these will die of 
a parasitic fungus through the winter, but those that survive are among 
the earliest insects out in the spring and provide an important pollination 
service. The most common (and larger) cluster fly then turns its attention to 
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egg-laying, with its larvae becoming parasitic on earthworms. An increasingly 
common hibernator in the attic or other crevices around the house is a recent 
coloniser, the harlequin ladybird, which can also form large dense clusters (but 
note that some of our native ladybird species may do the same thing).

Many other insects overwinter as eggs – Plumpton residents may have spotted 
members of the Wildlife Group crawling around local hedges last winter, looking 
for the tiny spiky eggs of the brown hairstreak butterfly lodged in forks near the 
base of young blackthorn saplings.

Others overwinter as larvae or pupae (the speckled wood butterfly will 
overwinter as either) and many of these need a proper freeze-up that gives 
them a real period of quiescence (a so-called ‘diapause’) and so enables them to 
develop further. For many, a warm, wet winter can be disastrous: for example, 
the larvae of insects such as crane flies (‘leather jackets’) are more likely to get 
eaten and they are also more prone to other problems of disease such as virus 
attack. 

While most insects are having a quiet period through the winter, many insects 
living in water can carry on as normal – or even better than normal. Cold water 
can carry more oxygen that the insects can extract, a lot of debris is dumped 
in the ponds (eg. dead leaves and all that goes with them) to provide plenty of 
food for the herbivores and detritivores, and that means plenty of food for the 
carnivores. And they can just carry on under the ice.

But whatever the conditions of winter, if it is not too windy, you can see swarms 
of small flies such as winter gnats dancing in the sunlight, winter moths on the 
kitchen window at night, or the odd bumble bee thinking it can take advantage of 
a warm spell to find some food.
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